We introduce an e cient and robust spatial index to support a set of di erent queries, which is developed from G unther's Celltree 6 and the Monotonous Bisector Tree 11;16 . In practice, huge scenes are manageable by using the paging{concept. For convex polyhedrons in N{dimensional real space and any L p {metric (1 p 1) we are able to show that the C-tree can be constructed in time O(n log n), linear space and logarithmic height, where n denotes the number of objects. Dynamic insertion of objects is performed in O(log 2 n) amortized worst{case time. Objects can be deleted in amortized O(n) or in amortized O(log 2 n) if the update of cluster radii can be delayed. In all cases logarithmic height and linear space requirements are preserved.
Introduction
In a wide range of applications the crucial problem is to represent the neighborhood structures in huge scenes of spatial objects in an adequate and e cient manner. One of these applications is environmental modeling in robotics. Here, we must be able to dynamically update the known scene due to sensory input and to support fast access to the objects through their spatial attributes, e.g. querying the local scene or plan a collision{free motion. Moreover in very large or detailed scenes it is necessary to store the objects in the slower secondary memory also. The model of Paging is used to describe this physical restriction. The data structure has to be partitioned into pages which correspond to memory units. The e ciency criterion is the number of page accesses needed.
In the past, numerous spatial indexes coping with these requirements have been developed 6;10;12 .
One example is the Celltree 6 introduced by G unther. The Celltree is a dynamic rooted tree. It is designed for secondary memory, i.e. the nodes can be paged. Its basic shape is that of the B{tree 2 , one of the classical tree structures for secondary memory. Each node represents a cell of the space of objects. It is partitioned completely into disjoint cells, each of which is the cell of one of its successors. The subsets are obtained by binary space partitioning (BSP) 4 , i.e. the cell decomposition of each node is described by a BSP{tree. The assignment of objects to a cell may follow one of the well{known con ict strategies for extended objects 14 .
The Celltree is a ected with many open parameters and problems. In the following, we replace the BSP{tree by an improved alternative: the Monotonous Bisector Tree 16;11 . This results in a new structure, the C-tree, that combines the advantages of the Celltree and the Monotonous Bisector Tree.
To speed up searching, G unther proposes containers to give a tighter approximation of the objects stored in a subtree than the given partitions do. By using a Monotonous Bisector Tree as BSP such a container is automatically realized as a sphere of the cluster center with cluster radius.
With the knowledge of the Monotonous Bisector Tree we are able to use the balancing step instead of heuristically splitting over owing pages with a plane sweep in l directions. This guarantees a partition into equally sized halves and is even applicable in R N . The G unther{Celltree demands at least m sons for each internal node. But without a rebalancing strategy this rigid shape can not be guaranteed, since splitting may fail and cause over ow pages.
The remainder is organized as follows. Sec. 2 contains the de nitions of the Ctree structures. In Sec. 3, an algorithm is presented creating C-trees within O(n log n) time, where n is the number of objects to be inserted. The queries e ciently supported by the C-tree are compiled in Sec. 4 . In Sec. 5 we show that objects can be inserted in O(log 2 n) amortized worst{case time. Deletion of objects can be performed in O(n) amortized time, and in O(log 2 n) amortized time, if the update of the so{called cluster radii can be delayed.
The C-tree
A Monotonous Bisector Tree is a binary leaf{oriented rooted tree to represent a set S of arbitrary objects (not necessarily of the R N ). The objects are only clustered according to their neighborship relation, modeled by a distance function. The partitioning of the object space is thereby described by a set E of simple auxiliary objects. Therefore this concept is superior to common spatial indices, because no embedding in the R N is necessary. Only the topology of the objects space must be modeled by a distance function. This allows to handle more abstract (not geometric) or only partially geometrically described problems.
E is now a set of meaningful auxiliary points to create the directory. The only restriction on E is that an e ciently computable distance function d : E S ! R 0 must be available. The idea is to keep E simple, such that the computation of d is cheaper than computing the distance between two complex objects of S. On the other hand E must be chosen powerful enough to allow a exible clustering. A N{dimensional sphere K(v) (induced by the metric d) is assigned to each node v in the tree. K(v) is described by a cluster center (split value) and a cluster radius. The cluster of a node is the nite intersection Cluster(v) := \fK(ṽ) jṽ lies on the path from the root to vg:
In general, the partitioning is neither disjoint nor complete. The con icts are resolved with the strategy overlapping clusters in the following way: An object is assigned to the cluster with the nearest cluster center. If the decision is not unique, any of the nearest clusters is chosen.
Thus, objects are partitioned with bisectors. The bisector of e 1 ; e 2 2 E is de ned as the set of all s 2 S with d(e 1 ; s) = d(e 2 ; s). In the case of E = R 2 , S P(R 2 ) and the Euclidean distance d the bisector is the mid{perpendicular of e 1 and e 2 .
If S is a set of extended objects in R N , simple examples show that it is sometimes impossible to create a balanced tree with S = E. So the augmention with arti cial split values is meaningful, if it is applicable to the used space.
Let S be the set of objects, E the set of adequate splitting objects and d : E S 7 ! R 0 the corresponding distance function, which is e ciently computable. An implicit representation of the tree structure is given through lSon(v) If @Son(v) 6 = nil for v 2 V , then @Object(v) = ;.
Heredity of split values:
For all v 2 V with @Son(v) =:ṽ 2 V we have @Split(v) = lSplit(ṽ).
Numbering of the partitions:
For all v;ṽ 2 V with @Son(v);@Son(ṽ) 6 = nil teh condition @Son(v) 6 =@Son(ṽ)
holds.
If lSon(v) or rSon(v) 2 V respectively, then they point to the sons of v in MBT. If they are in N 0 , then v does not have a left (or right) son. In this case they contain the number of the next node in the C-tree, which is related to their partition. Finally if they are nil, then lObject(v) (or rObject(v)) is the set of represented objects in this partition. At this point only the structure of the MBT is de ned, but not the corresponding semantics (the way objects are assigned to partitions and the form of the partitions). This will be done in the sequel.
The MBT is mainly used for describing the partitions in the C-tree, since the objects should be stored as deep as possible (in the leaves) in the C-tree b . The demand to have an 8{tuple for each node in the MBT is not a restriction. An empty tree can be constructed by choosing an arti cial split value for rSplit(root) and setting rSon(root):= nil, rObject(root) := ;.
For the sake of a simpler notation we give the following two de nitions. To be able to page objects, they should t on a page of bounded size. Therefore we specify the objects manageable by the C-tree. Originally only convex polygons could be represented. This is where the term \cell" comes from. Let k 2 N be given:
De nition 4: A cell is an object, that can be described with k real parameters using a xed modeling. b In the G unther{Celltree originally there was a sharp distinction between nodes to store objects (the leaves) and directory nodes (internal nodes). The in fact growing main memories provide the design of larger pages. In this approach this would force large pages for objects. These would not be able to be very distinctive any more. We avoid this problem through mixing directory and objects on one page. Furthermore under owing object buckets can be handled cheaper.
We can model for example all convex polygons with at most b k 2 c vertices in R 2 by the convex hull of their vertices. The type of modeling is arbitrary, but equal for all objects. In fact, there may be only a unique key for each object. Only the distance function uses the modeling. For realizing the C-tree it is only important to be able to store the objects.
Let S be such a universe of cells. We will now de ne the C-tree.
De nition 5: The C-tree (CT) for the parameter P 2 N is a leaf{oriented rooted tree with nodes V = f0; 1; : : : ; Ng to represent a set C S of cells, with the following properties: 1. Paging (P) Each node ts on a page of capacity P in the secondary memory. The C-tree is a rooted tree of MBTs, describing the paging of the virtual MBT. The de ned path w(v MBT ) is related to this virtual MBT. Furthermore the cluster of a node v MBT is the intersection of all spheres appearing on the path from the root to v MBT in the virtual MBT. This is shown in Fig. 1 . (O2) expresses that one has to go \left" (or \right" respectively) on a search path, if the left (right) split value is nearer to the considered object. Fig. 2 shows for a scene of convex objects the MBT of the root of the C-tree. For clearance subsequently the partitioning of the scene is represented by relevant parts of the bisector of adjacent split values (compare the Voronoi diagram). The MBT is partitioning the plane into clusters of convex polygons. The large degrees of freedom in choosing the MBT for a node of the C-tree provides a good balancing of the tree. The next section shows, how this can be done.
Let sizeof(cell) be the space requirement of a cell and sizeof(mbt node) of a MBT{ node. According to (P) for a xed page size P the maximum number of sons of a node in the C-tree is M := P sizeof(mbt node) + 1 and M := P ? sizeof(mbt node) sizeof(cell) is the maximum number of cells in a node c . Therefore a C-tree of height h contains at most MM h cells.
Creating the C-tree with Estimated Height, E ort and Space Requirements
The idea is to create a Monotonous Bisector Tree and to map it to the C-tree, i.e. to page it. To do this, recursively a second split value belonging to the heredited split value is chosen. The aim is to partition the set C S into two equal parts and decrease the cluster radii as fast as possible. This is achieved by two algorithms which can be applied exibly. The partitioning with bisectors automatically makes the Monotonous Bisector Tree exible in respect to the distance function d.
The balancing step chooses for a given C S and e 1 2 E a second split value e 2 , such that both resulting clusters C 1 and C 2 contain at least a linear portion of C. This is very tricky, but possible in linear time O(jCj) for a set S of compact objects in R N , E = R N and d a Minkowski{metric 16 . This type of partition step guarantees the balancing of the tree and therefore bounds the height of the tree logarithmically.
The contraction step chooses e 2 such that the cluster radii decrease as fast as possible. Let o 1 ; : : :; o k 2 C be the objects with the same maximum distance of e 1 .
Let O be a point on any of the o i ; (i = 1; : : :; k), taking on the distance. Now e 2 is chosen carefully to get as many objects as possible (but at least O) into its cluster. In the worst case only O is separated from the original cluster and the cluster radius is not necessarily decreasing. Nevertheless it is possible to reduce the cluster radius to any fraction q 2]0; 1 with a xed number l = l(q) of contraction steps. These steps do not have to be consecutive. Thereby the number l 2 N of steps depends on q and the space S (in R N especially on the dimension 16 ). In our implementation we used e 2 := are necessary to achieve a \good" tree. But the latter does not allow a statement concerning the balance. Therefore the rigid demands for the shape of the G unther{ Celltree d can not be realized. This is the reason why the structure of the C-tree in Sec. 2 is designed to be more exible. The paging raises additional demands to the creation process. Paging is only possible if the creation is feasible with bounded main memory, too. We can state that the balancing and contraction steps are executable under these restrictions, if the objects are given in a le.
If the page size P becomes too large, it is not sensible to store up to M objects in a leaf. So we introduce a bucket size B. Every bucket in the C-tree has got at most B objects: 8v 2 V 8v 0 2 V (v) 8@ 2 f 0 l 0 ; 0 r 0 g : j@Object(v 0 )j B.
The creation algorithm partitions hierarchically the set of objects using balancing and contraction step until a CT{node is lled. It then proceeds recursively with the sons. Thereby the following strategy is used: For the sake of balanced subtrees, always the largest cluster is partitioned next. Fig. 3 shows how the successively created Monotonous Bisector Tree is paged onto the C-tree.
d Shape of the G unther{Celltree:
All leaves are on the same level. The root has got no or more than two sons. Each internal node except the root has got at least m sons, with m some constant. 
creates a C-tree with root w, which represents the elements in C. The objects are stored in leaves and the buckets ful ll the maximum load B.
We will now estimate the balance of the created tree. To this end we consider the internal structure of a node. Card(v) denotes the number of objects represented in the subtree with root v (v is a MBT{node or a CT{node). In other words Card(v) is the cardinality of the cluster of v. showed that this is quite e cient. We now ask for the fraction q of lled sons of a CT{node, that is the number of lled leaves in the MBT.
An under lled son can only be created by a KS, so: #under lled sons #KS. On the other hand every BS creates at least one new lled son: # lled sons #BS + 1.
How large can q get in the worst{case? For this the MBT must be created by as many KS as possible, but only few BS. We assume that a KS has got an under lled son. Then this path is not used furthermore in Algorithm 1. So the worst{case looks like shown in Fig. 4 . Furthermore the KS is normally balanced, if the objects are distributed equally. In general we do have a trade{o between a larger q and a \better" tree (cluster radii descent faster). This can be controlled through the number of contraction steps used.
We now know that v 2 V has got at least M q := b(dM e + 1)qc lled sons (denoted now V 0 V ), which represent at most Card(v) objects. The creation procedure partitioned in each case the largest cluster, so it is: max v We will now show, that the additional time e ort for paging the Monotonous Bisector Tree is also O(jCj log jCj). Therefore we organize V leaf (the set of actual leaves) as a maximum{heap in respect to the cardinalities j@Set(v)j, (v; @) 2 V f 0 l 0 ; 0 r 0 g. hold: For all internal nodes the load of pages is , up to at most one exception on a path from the root to a leaf. Proof: From step 3 of the algorithm we conclude that the iterated partitioning breaks o only if the load factor is ful lled or each of the sons ts into one bucket. Therefore the load is reached for all internal nodes except the last one on the path to a leaf. Since the Monotonous Bisector Tree itself has got only linear size, the above load on an average shows that the space requirement is O(jCj).
2
We now have reached the aim of an average page load. We have seen that like a rigid tree shape, the average load prevents from degenerating and is more exible. Moreover on any search path to a leaf at most two under lled nodes are visited. Therefore under lled pages can not cumulate on a search path.
We can improve the bounds of the above theorems in the case B M, if we try to put more buckets in one page. More precisely from the guaranteed reduction factor in Theorem 2 we can derive a number M B , which is the maximum number of objects a C-tree with one node can be constructed for (step 1 in Algorithm 1). Instead of B in step 3, we have then the threshold M B . This saves the load factor for internal nodes and raises the load of leaves to M B 2 . The bounds in Theorem 2 are improved to logM q+1 2 jCj M B . From the theory of Monotonous Bisector Tree we are able to transfer the following result: Theorem 5: Under the assumptions of Theorem 2 the cluster radii on a path from the root to a leaf can be estimated by a geometrically decreasing sequence (geometric k{step development).
Queries
The C-tree provides the same queries as the Monotonous Bisector Tree: nearest neighbor queries xed{radius{near neighbor queries ray{shooting queries range queries points/objects in polygon retrieval objects hitting polygon retrieval objects hitting curve retrieval hidden{line/surface retrieval special problems in motion planning. The way queries are performed is common to all rooted trees. Starting at the root all sons are explored recursively, if their subtrees are relevant for the query (pruning of subtrees). This can easily be checked examining the cluster of the sons. Furthermore exact matching leads to a unique search path, because of (O2). The geometrically decreasing radii guarantee an e cient execution of the queries. In contrast the G unther{Celltree only supports range and point queries.
When implementing a query, one has to remember that the position in the tree is determined by a CT{node v CT 2 V and a MBT{node v MBT 2 V (v CT ). To avoid page faults it is best to search an entire CT{node rst, before recursively loading any successor page. Therefore the recursive calls must be stored in a stack. Because the creation of the C-tree is sensitive in respect to the distance function d, also queries that depend on d (nearest neighbor, xed{radius{near neighbor) are supported. Thereby a query object must be comparable to an object in S (cluster object). Let generally be Q a set of query objects and d : Q E 7 ! R 0 ,d : Q S 7 ! R 0 the distance functions between query objects and split values resp. cluster objects. Then we additionally demand two triangle inequalities. For all q 2 Q, e 2 E, s 2 S holds:d (q; s) d(q; e) + d(e; s) (2) 
In the case Q = E = R N , S P(R N ) the demanded properties reduce to the given distance function d. Inequality (2) allows to completely accept a subtree and Eq. (3) to prune a subtree.
First we consider the search for the xed{radius{near neighbor of q 2 Q and the radius Maxdist. That means we want to retrieve all s 2 S withd(q; s) Maxdist. Let (S 0 ; e 0 ) be the cluster S 0 of the actually tested subtree with the cluster center e 0 . With r(S 0 ; e 0 ) we denote the radius of the Cluster. Then it follows through Eq. For the search of the nearest neighbor of q 2 Q the following approach can be used: When already a good candidate k 2 S is derived (e.g. through searching the leaf with the nearest cluster center to q and taking any of the objects stored there), we can set Dactual :=d(q; k). Then we can use the same arguments like before. A subtree can be pruned, if d(q; e 0 ) ? r(S 0 ; e 0 ) Dactual, where e 0 denotes the cluster center and S 0 the represented objects of the actual node. Here we have instead of >, because objects with the same distance aren't better candidates. Fig. 5 shows an example in R 2 equipped with the Euclidean metric. The subtree related to the cluster (S 2 ; e 2 ) must be searched, whereas the subtree of cluster (S 1 ; e 1 ) can be pruned although e 1 is nearer to q than e 2 is. In fact for l 2 S 2 there is d(q; l) <d(q; k). If we nd a better candidate than k, then we have to reset Dactual and continue the search. 
Dynamic Operations: Inserting and Deleting Objects
The C-tree should support insertion and deletion of cells without degenerating, i.e. Theorem 2 and Theorem 4 are valid in the dynamic case with perhaps worse constants. To prove this we start with a de nition:
When we view a tree without its leaves, then B{nodes are exactly the new leaves and I{nodes the new internal nodes.
The derivation of Theorem 2 relies on the fact that for each I{node at least M q lled sons V 0 V exist for which Eq. (1) Instead of the number 4 in the last inequality, we could have chosen any other real number > 2. The idea is to give each node a linear clearance, where it is still lled. From Eq. (4) it follows, that each I{node has got at least a load of q. This is all we want to demand, since the subtree of under lled nodes may be deleted without notice. It is only important that always M q lled sons are present.
We start with a C-tree, which is constructed by Algorithm 1. So Eq. (4) is ful lled. Now we must ensure, that Eq. (4) is still valid after each dynamic operation. This provides the logarithmic height and a minimum load on the average. To be able to test Eq. (4), we have to store Card(v) for each node v within the tree.
For rebalancing we use the static creation Algorithm 1, which ful lls Eq. (4). Since is still unde ned, we can set := 1. At this point we have the opportunity to enlarge the clearance of balancing, if we choose < 1. If the page v which caused the error is not full, we may only rebalance the subtree in MBT(v) instead of the entire CT{node. Using very large pages this reduces the rebalancing e ort. But it does not a ect the following worst{case results.
So we are now able to explain the algorithms for inserting and deleting objects. Because they are very similar, we will describe the insertion procedure. The variant of deleting objects is shown by the changes in brackets. In the undesired case, that the object determining the cluster radius of v 2 V is deleted, the new farthest object must be found. Therefore we may use the given spatial index. But in the worst{case the time e ort is still O(Card(v)) for each node on the search path. This summarizes to O(jCj) for updating the cluster radii on the search path. Another possibility is to compute the cluster radii delayed in the background. Thus after deletion they may be temporarily too large. But the e ort in the amortized case would then be equal to the insertion e ort.
Step 3 of the algorithm shows, that (O1) is ful lled. Since inserting or deleting an object may cause a complete creation of the tree, we have: Theorem 8: The e ort to insert or delete in the C-tree is O(jCj log jCj) time in the worst{case.
We will now examine insertion and deletion more precisely, in order to obtain a statement about the amortized costs. In Algorithm 3 the search path in step 1, 3 and in test Eq. (4) in step 4 is passed once in O(log jSj). When deleting we update the cluster radii immediately in O(jSj) or delayed in O(log jSj). The steps 2 and 5 can be executed in O(1), since the page size is xed.
Altogether the total time to insert or delete with immediate (resp. delayed) updating of the cluster radii is logarithmic (resp. linear), if in step 4 no rebalancing is necessary. The following theorem now shows how expensive this rebalancing is. Theorem 9:
1. The amortized time e ort for inserting in the C-tree is O(log 2 jCj). The C-tree has been implemented 14 with di erent scenes and queries. It was tested extensively and compared to the Monotonous Bisector Tree. These tests show that the Monotonous Bisector Tree and C-tree are exible and robust indices for managing geometric spatial data. Nevertheless both data structures are not competing, but supporting each other in di erent aims and applications. Both data structures are applicable for di erent types of geometric queries, where we have observed optimal query times in tests.
The Monotonous Bisector Tree is especially applicable in small scenes (O( main memory )), because it is e cient and easy to implement. When managing very complex objects the Monotonous Bisector Tree is advantageous, too.
But in very large scenes the C-tree is clearly superior. The eld of applications is only restricted through the available secondary memory. Furthermore the C-tree is distinguished through its very cooperative character. In today's multi{tasking environments it does not compete with other processes, because it requires only a constant amount of main memory.
In our future research we will explore the application of spatial indices in motion planning 1;5;15 . Since the time complexity of motion planning depends of the complexity of the scene, we want to use spatial indices to reduce the input complexity. First, we may use the index as a lter for locally relevant data. Second, we can combine the retrieved clustering with incremental search methods. And third, we may group close objects and approximate them by a container. This grouping must be re ned, if no adequate path can be found.
